USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10401.23

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob says:
THE AWAY TEAM FROM THE GENEVA HAS BEAMED DOWN TO THE COLONIST SITE TO INVESTIGATE THE REPORTED INFESTATION
XO_Taal says:
@::scanning the area with his tricorder::
John_Marisol says:
@::Watching the outsiders curiously::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Approaches Taal:: XO: You know what I think? I think we should find a more private place to set up a base camp and a lab for Tunik, Love and I. Somewhere away from the population.
Host Bob says:
ACTION: COLONISTS APPEAR NORMAL, BUT PRE-OCCUPIED, AND YET, THEY ALL TALK AS IF NOTHING WERE WRONG.... ONLY MANY OF THEM ARE PLEADING FOR ASSISTANCE
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks over several of the colonists hoping to use one for testing purposes after a thorough examination of course::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::on the surface keeping a careful watch at the surrounding and potential opposition:: Self: Jakuharrr once said there would be days like this.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Agreed, Counselor.
John_Marisol says:
@::He walks up to the ACMO for a moment and watches her curiously::
FCO_Mikan says:
::at the helm maintaining a standard orbit::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: We might be here awhile.
Millano says:
@All: help, I can control myself. Help
CO_Shras says:
:: sitting in his chair on the bridge ::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Lieutenant, watch over the Doctor and Commander as they work.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Counselor, come with me and we'll scout for an appropriate location.
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks at someone staring at her and decides to be friendly:: Marisol: Hi there. I'm Dr. Love and you would be?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@XO: You got it, sir. ::feels an ominous sweat bead starting to form on his left sideburn::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Falls in behind Tall:: XO: Yes Sir.
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE COLONISTS KNOW THEY ARE DOING SOMETHING, FOR SOMEONE, BUT NOT WHAT THEY ARE DOING....  BUT CAN TALK TO THE AWAY TEAM MEMBERS
XO_Taal says:
@::begins moving away from the colonists::
John_Marisol says:
@::He touches the ACMO:: ACMO: You..... are..... person.. named?
Millano says:
@Taal: hey, come on I can’t control myself.
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THERE APPEARS TO BE A DISCONNECT BETWEEN THEIR BRAINS, THEIR WILL, THEIR ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE, AND WHAT THEIR BODIES ARE BEING FORCED TO DO
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::takes up a position close near the doctor, hoping they can return to the ship shortly::
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks puzzled:: Marisol: I'm Sara, Sara Love. Please, what is your name?
EO_Valentine says:
::pops out of the JT hatch onto the bridge and looks around for a moment, then hops to her feet and slowly approaches the Captain:: CO_Shras: Hello Captain-person!
XO_Taal says:
@::Scans the area ahead for an appropriate location for a base camp::
John_Marisol says:
@::Opens his mouth.. But doesn't say anything::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I am getting odd results when I try to read them. ::Nods to colonists as they walk away:: XO: It's like they aren't in control of there thoughts. Not in control of there movements.
CO_Shras says:
:: look at the engineer in front of him ::
ACMO_Love says:
@::smiles:: Marisol: May I scan you with this? ::shows him the tricorder:: It won't hurt, I promise.
CO_Shras says:
EO: And who are you?
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Counselor, what are your thoughts of the situation?
CO_Shras says:
EO: And the title is Captain....
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CNS: Perhaps being manipulated by someone else? Remotely?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: They act like puppets. But I'm not sure if there is something pulling the strings.
John_Marisol says:
@::He looks at her curiously:: ACMO: S.. c.. an?
EO_Valentine says:
::grins:: CO_Shras: Mai is Mai, Captain. ::rummages in her bag and offers him a Twinkie::
FCO_Mikan says:
::notices Mai enter the bridge by the JT and grins shaking his head::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: It would be logical to assume that someone is... 'pulling the strings'.
XO_Taal says:
@::stops and scans a clearing behind some foliage::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I think so too. I just can't read any other presences here.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I believe I may have found an isolated location.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the XO:: CNS: I agree with Cmdr. Taal's logic. When catastrophes grow to this level of intensity... someone is usually responsible.
XO_Taal says:
@::continues scans::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@XO: Call me insane, but perhaps whatever is infecting them could have a preprogrammed purpose? ::shrugs:: Just a thought.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: This spot looks good to me too.
Millano says:
@::stands there looking dumb::
TO_Waltrip says:
::sneaks onto the bridge silently without making a sound and ducking behind her console. Not wanting to be noticed.::
ACMO_Love says:
@::runs the tricorder over Marisol:: Marisol: Yes, see, I'm just looking at some of your life signs.
FCO_Mikan says:
::adjusts the ship's attitude::
CO_Shras says:
EO: How are things going in engineering?
John_Marisol says:
@ACMO: Oh... ok. ::He watches still.. Not really moving::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Can we get some things sent down from the ship?
ACMO_Love says:
@Marisol: I see. Can you tell me who he is?
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts her head:: CO_Shras: Okay... Umm... ::straightens up and salutes:: Engines operating at peak efficiency, Captain, sir.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Taal to Captain Shras.
CO_Shras says:
EO: Excuse me I need to take this, carry on the good work
ACMO_Love says:
@::finishes the scan and puts the tricorder away now::
Millano says:
@::for some reason I see my body moves closer towards ACMO::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I assume that can be arranged.
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: Shras listening
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Any good news, doctor?
CNS_Bauer says:
@:: Makes a list of things we need and passes it to Taal, while he is on with the Captain::
FCO_Mikan says:
::smiles at the interaction between Captain Shras and Engineer Valentine::
John_Marisol says:
@::He stares at the ACMO and thinks, whatever type of thinking he can do:: ACMO: Ummm...
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: Not yet as far as the cause of the condition, but I think I may have found us a subject to study.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Captain, we would like to set up a base camp. If it is possible, would you beam down the appropriate supplies to my coordinates?
Torial_Valmar says:
@::feels his body moving and can not control his actions::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::spots an incoming colonist/zombie and holds aim of his phaser at it, set to heavy stun::
EO_Valentine says:
::sighs:: Self: Poor sad Captain-person. ::looks around the bridge and notices the TO. Hops over to her:: TO: Hello there.
Millano says:
@::he looks ACMO UMMMMMM:::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::returns to the ACMO and CTO with a few more environmental samples:: ACMO/CTO: I have collected more samples for study.
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: Please help me.
TO_Waltrip says:
::jumps up:: EO: Umm Hi.. ::hangs head::
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: Transfer your needs and we will do it
John_Marisol says:
@::He begins to move as well:: Self: This... is not.. fun.
Millano says:
@ALL: I can’t do any thing. Help.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Millano: Do not come any closer. ::aims threateningly::
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts forward and looks at her face:: TO: Whatcha doin?
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Tunik, I think we have a volunteer here that will let us examine him.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks around a mentally makes a floor plan for our base camp, our home away from home. Let’s hope it ain't permanent::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::feels very frightened::
Millano says:
@Kizlev: sorry but I can control myself.
TO_Waltrip says:
EO: Not much. I don’t even know what I am supposed to do anymore. I screwed up. Now it’s haunting me in my sleep. Can’t get rid of this fear. Can’t perform. ::rambles::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::screams::
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Transferring data, Captain. ::enters data into his tricorder::
John_Marisol says:
@::He stops:: Self: Oh come on choose one movement or the other!
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::blinks at Millano:: ACMO: Excellent work Dr. Love. ::looks at Millano:: Millano: I will have to collect tissue, blood, saliva, waste... being urine and other biological composts, and hair. Are you willing to offer these things?
ACMO_Love says:
@::has a sudden urge to scratch an itch on her nose:: Self: Of all the times.. ::tries to get at it through her visor without success::
EO_Valentine says:
::looks down:: TO: Mai is sorry about that. Would you like a Twinkie?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::narrows his eyes at Millano:: Millano: If your intention is malicious, you will not get very far. I am watching you.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Tunik, I meant him! ::points at Marisol::
Millano says:
@Kizlev: look, I can do any thing. I can’t control myself. What do you want me to do about?
TO_Waltrip says:
EO: too much fat, have to watch my cholesterol. Have to watch my weight. Don’t want to get sick. Might not be pretty.
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: Someone help me. I can't control my body!
CO_Shras says:
TO: Take care of everything commander Taal needs on the surface, have everything transported there by the cargo bays transporters.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::blinks:: ACMO: Oh...
CO_Shras says:
TO: If you need ask the supplies to the concerned departments and coordinate
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I believe, the supplies would be here upon our return. We should join the others.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Maybe we can get these two together.
John_Marisol says:
@ACMO: You are so smart. ::He begins to walk again:: Self: Ok.... annoying.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at Marisol:: Marisol: Please join me over here. ::nods:: ACMO: It would be logical.
EO_Valentine says:
TO: Oh. Well, if you want, Mai has long ears and a short snout. ::smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Ok. I'll follow you.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: How many shuttles can be available to transport people and supplies to and from the planet if we need?
John_Marisol says:
@CSO: And how do you expect me to join you over there? ::Annoyed voice as he walks::
Torial_Valmar says:
@AT: Help me!
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Capt, I don’t think I should do that. I can’t. I should not be near anything. Should not be a TAC Officer.  Can’t face it. I am breaking.
Millano says:
@Kizlev: gets closer and closer.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::catches himself, wondering why he is being so gruff... like a Klingon:: Millano: If cannot control yourself, then.. Self: Oh, this is pointless! ::still holds the aim at Millano::
XO_Taal says:
@::turns the corner and sees a group of zombies approaching the Away Team::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Marisol: When was the last time you ate?
ACMO_Love says:
@::smiles at Marisol and Millano:: Marisol/Millano: If you will come over here, we may begin.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: We have one standing ready and two more can be readied within 10 minutes sir.
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: HELP ME! I CAN NOT MOVE BY MYSELF!
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: What are they doing? They made contact? Oh no.
EO_Valentine says:
CO_Shras: Mai can launch SIMBA!
Millano says:
@:: feels arm and grabs the throat of the CTO.
John_Marisol says:
@ACMO: Well you see I would but ::Grins as he continues to walk:: Self: Man!
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: That would be the logical assessment. ::draws his phaser and slowly looks at the zombies::
XO_Taal says:
@::turns his head in the direction of a zombie that is speaking to him::
Torial_Valmar says:
::continues to feel his body move toward the AT::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Follows Taal. Doesn't draw phaser::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Millano: No you don't! ::snaps his hand on the zombie's and pushes him away::
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: HELP ME YOU GREEN BLOODED VULCAN!
CO_Shras says:
TO: Ensign Waltrip., you are an officer of the Federation and this ship and we are in a critical situation, many people depend on us, take hold of yourself and act like the Starfleet that you are!
Millano says:
@::moves closer Kizlev::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Marisol: How long have you been infected by the plague?
EO_Valentine says:
::ducks behind a panel as the Captain yells::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Aloud: Enough of this. ::fires a stun blast at Millano::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::collects his tools and then moves towards Millano and Marisol::
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: Let me give him something to calm him down. ::hopes it works as she gives Millano a hypo::
Millano says:
@::keeps moving closer::
Millano says:
@Kizlev: sorry I can do any thing about this.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Maybe we should transport ourselves to the camp and regroup. This is too much contact for now. We need to learn more, first.
John_Marisol says:
@::Ignores the CSO... he keeps walking further away::
Torial_Valmar says:
::continues to feel his body move toward the XO::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, you have never killed a crew member, have you? I have it haunting me every minute of my duty time and off time. I can’t sleep. Can’t eat. Don’t have confidence in myself. Heck, a Starfleet officer doesn’t kill another officer.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@:: fires his phaser a second time at Millano::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at what's going on, has trouble believing Millano was stunned and is still walking::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: If they colonists are being controlled, his may be the only opportunity we have to scan them this close.
EO_Valentine says:
::peeks out from behind the console and looks at Ronik::
Millano says:
@::moves back a step than moves forward again::
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: You don't have to hurt them you know! ::looks puzzled at his action::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::rushes to the CTO:: CTO: Mr. Kizlev. I'd hate to give this order, but if stun is not an effective means of putting them down. I want you to set it... to kill.
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, I just feel my court martial is near. Ain’t much I can do. I should not be in this situation. Of course, I ain’t much of nothing right now.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Ok.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Perhaps we can create a diversion to distract the colonists from Doctor Love and Commander Tunik.
FCO_Mikan says:
::sees Mai:: EO: Hello Mai. How are you?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: It's worth a try.
Torial_Valmar says:
@::his body continues to move closer to the XO::
TO_Waltrip says:
::looks down at her hands as they shake:: Self: can’t even hold a phaser.
Millano says:
@:: grabs throat again starts to choke::
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: Help me get better please!
Millano says:
@Kizlev: I am sorry. I can’t help myself.
CO_Shras says:
TO: I never did. You are right, but I was once in a situation were I could have and in fact I was sort of killed by a fellow officer.... sometimes you just have to do things... even unpleasant ones
EO_Valentine says:
::trots over to Ronik's console:: FCO: Hi big kitty. What's wrong with captain-person?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks in disbelief:: CTO: Don't let him touch you! ::takes out his own phaser, extended towards Millano and CTO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::reluctantly sets phaser to low kill setting:: CSO: You may be right. ::feels the choke hold again, but sticks the phaser against Millano's gut and fires point blank::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I'd like to see what all the work they seem intent on doing is all about.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: If the diversion doesn't work, contact the ship for immediate relocation.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Understood, Sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::after a brief sprint, he makes it to the CTO and Millano, with his phaser set to heavy stun::
Millano says:
@::keeps on choking while loosing a lot of blood::
John_Marisol says:
@::He gathers some materials from the ground:: Self: I am a botanist not some caveman. ::Annoyed as he is forced to move::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Ceasefire!
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::places his phaser at Millano's temple and fires::
Millano says:
@::drops to the ground unconscious::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: The Counselor and I will try to create a distraction.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Doesn't like the violent turn this has taken::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::follows up blast by grabbing Millano's arm and tosses him over his shoulder in a swift martial art move onto the ground::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Follow my lead.
FCO_Mikan says:
EO: He is very busy at the moment. He has a lot on his mind. Do not judge him harshly. How is it you came to be transferred to the Geneva?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sees Millano fall unconscious after slamming him to the ground, and frowns::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Watches and wait for his cue:: XO: Aye.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::hears Taal's voice over his comm and looks at Millano::
XO_Taal says:
@::begins running past a few zombies and firing his phaser into the air, trying to distract the Zombies away from the others::
EO_Valentine says:
::shrugs:: FCO: Mai followed big kitty, then hacked into the Starfleet mainframe.
ACMO_Love says:
@::backs off and moves towards the calmer Marisol:: Marisol: Tell me what is happening inside you? Can you tell if there is someone else in there with you?
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: I want you to use me as a guinea pig. I am only a constable.
FCO_Mikan says:
::laughs:: EO: You did? How did you manage to get orders to transfer you to the Geneva?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Starts running around like a nut too. Firing a phaser and shouting "Yeeeeeee Haaaaaaaaa!!!!" ::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, I guess I can’t be a Vulcan who does not allow anything to happen to them. It’s driving me nuts. Plus, I made a total fool of myself on the Bridge towards the CNS. I won’t blame you for reprimanding me at all. I deserve it.
Millano says:
@::starts to move::
EO_Valentine says:
::grins:: FCO: Mai put herself on the roster, big kitty.
Millano says:
@ALL: help me please.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Runs over to check out the Zombie work sight::
XO_Taal says:
@::continues firing his phaser and running around::
FCO_Mikan says:
EO: Well, I am glad you are here. Welcome to my new home.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at Millano and gasps:: Self: I shot him in the head on kill.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*XO*: Commander, the situation is getting volatile here....::shocked to see Millano still lives:: .... one moment sir, standby.
CO_Shras says:
TO: I'll let you and the counselor deal with these problems ensign, I think he knows how to help you with your feelings, you should listen to him
Millano says:
@Tunik: help me.
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: My body seems to building some kind of rocket. I don't want to have my body hurt you. I can't control it.
John_Marisol says:
@::Hears the phaser fire:: Self: Such idiots... ::He keeps gathering items:: ALL: That is not the answer! ::His body moves, as he gathers more supplies::
XO_Taal says:
@::runs up to the Counselor and watches as Torial approaches::
FCO_Mikan says:
::console beeps:: CO: Sir we have 3 shuttles ready for use.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I do not believe our distraction is working.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::has trouble accepting what he's about to say:: Millano:  I'm sorry. Right now... I can't. ::begins to collect tissue and blood samples from Millano::
ACMO_Love says:
@:;grabs Marisol's arm:: Marisol: Stop! Tell me what you are doing?
EO_Valentine says:
FCO: You like it here, big kitty? ::looks at his console::
Millano says:
@::gets up and walks away from them::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Can you contact the away team and get me an update on the situation
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: Please I don't want to hurt you. I can't control myself.
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, I seriously doubt now he would ever talk to me. Not after what I did to him on the Bridge. I just can’t shake this scared feeling. I am scared of everything now. Scared to be in my own quarters. Afraid to be alone.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees he has company::
John_Marisol says:
@::His body moves out of the ACMO's grasp and continues to work:: ACMO: Well let’s see...  I am working against my will for some reason I don't know and can't control what I am doing.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Aye sir. EO: I like it here. I do not have to be security here. ::smiles then contacts the AT:: *XO*: Commander, what is your situation?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks in shock:: *XO*: Tunik to Cmdr. Taal. Our phasers seem almost ineffective. They've caused bleeding. I've collected some of the blood that fell from the infected victim. However, despite a shot to the head, point blank range, with the weapon on heavy stun... he’s still walking around.
CNS_Bauer says:
@TORIAL: Why can't you control yourself? What has happened to you?
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Commander Taal to Captain Shras. The situation is getting hostile, Captain. Request immediate transport relocation to our base camp coordinates!
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: I don't know.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::holds his phaser at Millano yet again, this time set to maximum kill:: Millano: You cannot control yourself, we understand this. Tell me, what is the cause for your actions!
CO_Shras says:
TO: Take them back to their base on the planet! Fast!
Torial_Valmar says:
@::his body walks toward an equipment shed::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the samples he collected and looks at Love, moves to her... hoping to protect her from... Marisol::
XO_Taal says:
@*CSO*: Standby, Commander. Geneva should be locking onto us any second now.
FCO_Mikan says:
::redirects the comm to the CO:: CO: Commander Taal on the comm sir.
Millano says:
@Kizlev: I don’t know, but you did not have to shoot me in the head.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: Prepare for transport.
CNS_Bauer says:
@:: Follows Torial::
John_Marisol says:
@Self: People.. think they are so smart. ::She drops some supplies off and goes to gather some more supplies::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Yes sir. ::hopes they don't hurt anyone else::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::collects his tools, seals the samples in a non-contaminate compartment, and closes his tool kit::
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: Use me as guinea pig. Make it stop, but help the others. I will sacrifice myself.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Millano: I do not want to hurt you. Please explain yourself. We only wish to help, not harm. You must understand this, bodily control or not.
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: I don’t know if I can get a fix on them. FCO: Mikan, can you get them?
Millano says:
@Kizlev: I don’t know, it’s like something is controlling my body.
John_Marisol says:
@::Hears the CTO:: CTO: He would talk if you allowed him. If you attack us we attack back, that should be obvious by now. ::He bends down and picks up some items::
FCO_Mikan says:
::scans the AT:: TO: I have a fix on them. *XO*: Standby to be transported Commander.
EO_Valentine says:
::hops over to the Engineering console on the bridge. Cracks her knuckles and starting tapping quickly:: FCO: Okay, big kitty, Mai's got a lock on them, you ready?
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: Someone do something.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Millano: You must fight this control. If you can speak to me, then surely you have the strength to fight whatever has this hold over you!
Torial_Valmar says:
@::Walks up to the XO::
Millano says:
@Kizlev: sorry can’t.
XO_Taal says:
@*ALL*: It does not appear that the ship can lock onto our signals. Retreat back to our base camp. I'm transmitting the coordinates to your tricorders.
FCO_Mikan says:
::looks at Mai:: EO: Do it Mai. Transport the AT to the base camp planetside.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Isn't there away to immobilize one or to of them. Like a containment field or something.
EO_Valentine says:
::hits the big button:: FCO: Done!!!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@John_Marisol: I only fight when attacked first. That is what occurred here.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::grabs his science tricorder::
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks over at  Marisol and sighs:: Self: Poor man.
John_Marisol says:
@CTO: Maybe you need to keep your distance then. It wasn't his fault, his body reacted.
FCO_Mikan says:
::monitors the transporters as the attempt is made to transport the AT to the base camp::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::grabs a tool next to the XO::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CTO/ACMO: Let's move to the base camp. The coordinates are in our tricorders. We have to... lose these people.
Torial_Valmar says:
@XO: Will you help us?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees the zombie go for an object::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: It is possible. However, not with the equipment we are carrying. The supplies should be available at our base camp.
XO_Taal says:
@::turns around to see what the Counselor is looking at::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*XO*: Sir, I'm attempting a... diplomatic understanding with the infected colonists. It hasn't gone very well thus far. Please advise for further action.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Torial: That is why we came. To Help.
John_Marisol says:
@::Hears the CTO and comments:: CTO: You aren't very good at diplomacy you know. ::He grins as he is forced to move and work::
XO_Taal says:
@*CTO*: Retreat to base camp. I've sent the coordinates to your tricorder.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Sir, I am sorry. Apparently the transporters are not functioning. We tried beaming them and it didn't work.
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: Well get me to one of your labs and help.
FCO_Mikan says:
EO: Mai, see if you can find the problem with the transporters.
CTO_Kizlev says:
*XO*: Acknowledged. Kizlev out.
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: Dissect me.
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: Make it stop.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Torial: Can you walk with us?
EO_Valentine says:
::nods and sits on the floor and begins pulling apart the console::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Umm Captain, want me to try to get them to base camp without transporters?
ACMO_Love says:
@::drops her medkit and pulls out her tricorder:: CSO: I think we have enough data to begin to form a hypothesis on the cause.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Torial: Perhaps ending your life won't be necessary.
Millano says:
@::walks towards another crewmember::
FCO_Mikan says:
::turns to the TO:: TO: There are 3 shuttles ready for your use.
CO_Shras says:
TO: How will you do that?
XO_Taal says:
@Torial: We cannot dissect you. It goes against the Hippocratic Oath.
EO_Valentine says:
::pulls out an iso-chip and looks it over, then tosses it over her shoulder:: Self: nope.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@John_Marisol: Sorry to disappoint my good sir. I apologize for whatever its worth. ::feels awful with himself then proceeds to base came::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Mr. Kizlev. Let's go. They have no control over their bodies. They want to attack us. Negotiation at this time is second to your camp safety. If you get contaminated, you won't be able to return to the Geneva until a cure is found.
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: Place tools for me to gather and I might follow.. My body might.
CO_Shras says:
FCO/TO: No shuttles on the planet until further notice!
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Umm only way I think is shuttle. Of course, it’s a bad idea. Don’t worry about it. :: hangs head a bit::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Torial: Tools?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: With the samples and the scans... yes.
FCO_Mikan says:
::shrugs and helps Mai with the transporters::
CNS_Bauer says:
 @Torial: You mean like a trail?
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: That’s what my body wants. Yes like a trail.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sets his phaser back to low kill:: CSO: Right.... ::hurries his pace back to camp::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Breadcrumbs... I read about that in the academy.
EO_Valentine says:
::pulls out her tricorder and begins scanning the open compartment::
CO_Shras says:
TO: For now I don't want any unfriendly force from the planet to get its hands on a mean of transportation
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins walking to the camp dropping a thing or two every few 100 meters::
Millano says:
@::follows Kizlev::
XO_Taal says:
@::looks through his equipment.::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::body follows and collects::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::checks the status monitor on his suit, and fortunately it checks out as normal , even after that fight::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I hope you got some stuff to drop I usually travel light.
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: It is working.
XO_Taal says:
@::drops something further down watching with his phaser drawn::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Ummm can’t we initiate lock out codes on the shuttles? That way they won’t get in and run off with our transportation? Only the FCO would have the code to operate it. Umm just an idea.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Leads Torial to the base camp::
EO_Valentine says:
::shows her tricorder to Kandeldandel and looks at Ronik:: FCO: What do you think Big kitty?
Torial_Valmar says:
@::his body continues to follow to base camp::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::finds himself suddenly materialized from transport at base camp, and spots the others::
Millano says:
@::heads for the base camp::
CO_Shras says:
TO: I could be an option, but for now can we get them there with the transporters?
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: We might be able to disassemble my tricorder.
FCO_Mikan says:
EO: Not sure. What do you think?
Torial_Valmar says:
@::continues following::
XO_Taal says:
@::takes apart his tricorder and drops the top flap onto the ground::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, don’t seem like we can. The transporters ain’t working. Might be interference for them. ::says quietly to self: Self: might just be better to get them and leave.
Torial_Valmar says:
@ALL: Up ahead is an equipment shack.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::starting to wish he had Yoshi to pull out her katana blade; she would have been an excellent help in making zombie leg stew::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Ok. You know if this guy would just answer a few key questions without a lot of drama we might make good progress.
John_Marisol says:
@::He meets up with Torial:: Torial: Having fun?
Millano says:
@::moves closer to the base camp::
EO_Valentine says:
FCO: Could be the Gauss gradient dampener, but then it might be the Neutrino displacement sustainer cause that's been acting up lately, but then again it could be the photon induction catalyst.. ::babbles incessantly on and on::
Torial_Valmar says:
@John: Go eat dirt.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: It appears things might get complicated. ::motions towards the zombies coming together and interacting::
John_Marisol says:
@Torial: I would if I would be allowed to.
Host Bob (Transporter.wav)
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM IS ALL BACK TOGETHER IN ONE PLACE
CNS_Bauer says:
@Torial: Just what equipment is in an equipment shack?
Torial_Valmar says:
@CNS: Tools but I don't know.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: No this ain't good. We only needed one volunteer.
FCO_Mikan says:
EO: That's it, Mai. You did it. The Away Team is now all transported to base camp. Good work.
EO_Valentine says:
FCO: Mai did? ::looks around:: Oh. Okay. ::begins putting the console back together::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::watches his foot trip John::
Millano says:
@::moves closer to base camp::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Agreed, any suggestions?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::moves towards a medical working area... and sets his tools down, begins to sort samples for examination::
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: We could see if our new chief TAC officer is any good and ask him to intercept us and deal with this situation?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ALL: I wasn't expecting to be beam over like this. But at least we've regrouped. XO: If I'm not mistaken, I think that Millano fellow was following me just before beam out.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I hate being out numbered.
Millano says:
@::gets closer to town::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: It does not appear we will require his assistance. ::feels the beginning of a transport sequence and dematerializes and materializes at the base camp::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::arrives at outside of base camp::
Millano says:
@::stands outside the base camp::
John_Marisol says:
@::Arrives with Torial:: Torial: Great now what...?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::I guess I am at the base camp::
Millano says:
@John: now what.
Torial_Valmar says:
@AT:ANYONE THERE!
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: We need to contain our guests.
ACMO_Love says:
@::examines her tricorder readings and compares them to the last known data::
Millano says:
@ALL: any body here.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Agreed.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::logs the tricorder data from both tricorders and processes it::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Set up the portable force field generators. They should have been beamed down along with the other supplies I requested.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Tunik, I need to examine that skin tissue you collected. Got it handy?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::draws his phaser out again hearing Millano's familiar voice:: ALL: It's him. The one who attacked me back there.
Torial_Valmar says:
@::picks up tools in front of base camp::
Millano says:
@::stands there::
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Capt,, Umm I guess the transporter worked and the crew is back at base camp. ::she says in a soft voice.::
CO_Shras says:
TO: Good work
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods to Love, and pulls out the sample from the decontaminated section of his tool kit::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins to assemble the portable structure kit, to use as a lab and to house supplies.::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::hands the sample to Love:: ACMO: I'm sorry. I had to use force back there.
CO_Shras says:
TO: How is it around their camp?
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: No problem. ::smiles:: I just need to check on those samples.
TO_Waltrip says:
::shrugs:: CO: I did nothing good. Just looked at the monitored. I don’t know yet. Let me look again.
EO_Valentine says:
CO_Shras: Mai says it's fine Captain!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::fetches the force field equipment and begins setting them up while periodically glancing ahead for any more zombies::
Millano says:
@::gets a little closer::
ACMO_Love says:
@:;takes the sample and examines it:: CSO: Tunik, take a look at this! Puncture marks, very small but definitely there. See?
XO_Taal says:
@::assists the Lieutenant with setting up the force fields::
John_Marisol says:
@::Works on his duties, not much fun::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hopes the CTO can round up them zombies and coral 'em into the pen::
Torial_Valmar says:
@::continues with tool  gathering::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO/CMO: No, it is I who should apologize. I shot one of them at kill setting. It's extremely lucky he still lives.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Note the slight discoloration around the site.
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Captain, looks like they are ok. Umm still having problems though with the people. Not much change.
Millano says:
@::a little closer::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Has building up rather quickly and begins moving in supplies.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ALL: I attest, however, that I was attacked first. ::continues his work moving in tandem with the XO::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Could be an insect bite of some kind. What do you think?
Millano says:
@::walks through the base camp::
CO_Shras says:
TO: Maybe we can provide them with some defensives capabilities?
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Like Me? ::said softly to self:: Self: maybe I would get killed.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Approaches Dr. Love:: ACMO: You and Dr. Tunik can move into the structure. Set up a lab. When our guest settle down we can find you your subject of study.
Torial_Valmar says:
@::goes into base camp::
Millano says:
@::knocks some stuff over as I walk by something::
CO_Shras says:
TO: Was thinking more about tools, not someone
TO_Waltrip says:
CO: Boss, probably might be good. Won’t be a burden for me to be on the ship.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: For Pete sakes man. I've found something in the skin samples. Look at the readings will you! ::is disgusted with the whole thing since no one listens::
Millano says:
@::heads for the away team::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Suppose you give me the high lights of your discovery.
John_Marisol says:
@::He gathers some more supplies - so much fun::
Millano says:
@ALL: what ever you do, do not attack me please.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::spots Millano approaching:: XO: Heads up commander. Here comes the one that came at me earlier.
Torial_Valmar says:
@::walks over to the XO and picks up a tool:::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: Insect bite would be very possible. An insect, or many of them, would be able to transmit this plague at an extremely fast rate.
Millano says:
@::grabs a tool::
CNS_Bauer says:
ACMO/CSO: Is that how this happened? A bug bite?
Host Bob says:
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